A near field network with 11 acoustic emission (AE) sensors was installed for the in situ underground experiment (Nova project 54-14-1) that took place 410 m below surface in the Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory, Sweden. The acquisition system for the piezoelectrical sensors has been improved to record signals with 1 MHz sampling rate, to detect signals produced by weaker sources and enhance the microseismic catalogue. The acquisition system was capable to operate in trigger and continuous mode. The basic idea of the experiment was to compare hydraulic fracturing growth and induced seismicity under controlled conditions for different loading scenarios as conventional versus progressive, and pulse-like water injections. In this work, we consider continuous recordings and apply recently developed automated full waveform detection and location algorithms which are based on the stacking of characteristic functions calculated from squared amplitudes. Waveform stacking and coherence techniques are adapted to detect and locate AE signals for massive datasets with extremely high sampling. We significantly increase the detection rate in comparison to trigger mode routines. Most detection concentrated during the fluid injection occurred around the fracking stages. Frequency-magnitude distribution characteristics are investigated using a relative magnitude scale estimated from the amplitude recorded at AE sensors. We demonstrate that the stacking of characteristic functions yields to a significant improvement of the detection and location also in presence of noisy records, supporting the adoption of similar techniques for other induced and natural seismic activity monitoring systems.
Introduction
An in situ hydraulic fracturing experiment was performed at Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (Sweden) aiming at optimizing geothermal heat exchange in crystalline rock mass [1] . A near field network with 11 acoustic emission (AE) sensors was installed 410 m below surface to map the seismic response of hydraulic fractures for different fluid injection scenarios (Figure 1 ). The location of the experimental tunnel TASN is seen from which four long boreholes were drilled sub-parallel to orientation of minimum horizontal compressive stress. The middle borehole ( Figure 1 , blue line) serves as hydraulic testing borehole and was drilled to a total length of 28.40 meter, down dipping -4°. The rest of monitoring boreholes were drilled with inclination upwards to allow water outflow from AE sensor chains. This geometry in the predetermined stress state allows propagating hydraulic fractures perpendicular to the hydraulic testing borehole, in the direction of maximum horizontal compressive stress, and in a direction towards the monitoring boreholes. The basic idea of the experiment was to compare hydraulic fracturing growth and induced seismicity under controlled conditions in a horizontal borehole 30 meter long for continuous fluid injection versus progressive fluid injection, and dynamic pulse hydraulic fracturing [1] . The in-situ AE monitoring network consists of eleven AE sensors (GMuG MA BLw-7-70-75) and four accelerometers (Wilcoxon 736T). AE sensors employed are uniaxial side-view sensors for borehole installation, developed by GMuG for sensitive recording in the frequency range 1 kHz to 100 kHz and capable to monitor fractures from centimeter to meter scale. Sampling rates were extended to 1 MHz and all sensors are installed inside boreholes. Eight AE sensors are installed in long monitoring boreholes, surrounding the fracturing borehole. The remaining sensors are installed in short boreholes near the tunnel roof. Data was recorded using the measuring system GMuG AE-System that is suitable both for continuous recording of data and recording in trigger mode. In this work, we present the results obtained during the conventional, continuous water-injection experiment HF2 (Hydraulic Fracture 2) in Ävrö granodiorite, and discuss the detection performance using a recently developed automated full waveform detection algorithm.
Automated full waveform detection
We consider continuous recordings and apply a recently developed automated full waveform detection and location algorithms (Lassie [2] ). Lassie has been extended for this specific dataset to analyze extremely high sampled data (1 MHz). Lassie is a python-based earthquake detector, which relies on the stacking of characteristic functions. It follows a delay-and-stack approach, where the likelihood of the hypocentral location in a chosen seismogenic volume is mapped by assessing the coherence of arrival times at different stations (see [3] for an overview). However, in the Lassie implementation, the adoption of smooth characteristic function calculated from normalized amplitude envelopes allows to reduce the spatial and temporal sampling. This improves the computational performance of the algorithm and allows its application to high-sampling data as a detector. The outstanding computational performance and smooth imaging of the coherence function are achieved at the cost of a larger location uncertainties which accuracy can still be improved upon each event detection by applying different characteristic functions [4, 5] .
Preliminary locations are found for each detected event according the maximum value of coherence and the travel-time stacking corrected with P and S-wave velocities. We have considered a homogeneous full space model where the velocities for both P-and S-waves were obtained from active ultrasonic transmission tests 
Detection performance
The detection rate results highly discontinuous, with the highest AE detection rates well corresponding to all fluid injection stages (Figure 3 ). Three AE events are detected during the packer inflation before the initiation of HF2. A rapid microseismicity increase is experimented when the constant injection rate is applied, afterwards, a rapid decrease is observed corresponding with few and isolated events. The number of AE events is accounted for the different stages of HF2 (table 2), being the Refrac 1 and 5 where the microseismicity is larger. Note that the continuous AE recording was not in operation during the whole experiment Refrac 2 and finished prematurely. This explains the detection of only 4 events during this stage. A low detector threshold is chosen, in order not to loose weaker events and reach a complete catalogue. However, the small threshold also increases the number of false detections requiring an accurate classification. The dataset has been revised manually, and detected events classified in terms of real AE events, electronic noise, anthropogenic noise, long period noise and other signals. The waveform signatures of most noise events differ clearly from seismic events and were identified using recording in trigger mode for (near) real time assessment (see noise examples in [6] ). Electronic noise is found temporally associated with the fluid injection stages. Its occurrence hinders the search of real events. These signals share the same arrivals in all traces and similar frequency content and duration. Classification algorithms matching waveform or spectral patterns may be used for future analysis, but are not considered here. However, noise events generated by people working near the network are difficult to identify because they display a transient character like seismic events, especially when they were generated by (hammer) blows to the rock wall or dropping tools. A careful visual inspection is required to consider these aspects. Long period noise corresponds with harmonic signals originates inside the monitoring borehole and is presumably due to the irregular water inflow. We found other signals that can not fit in the previous families and do not share similar characteristics to establish other possible families. Most of them are detected after the well is shut-in and could also be caused by human factors. However, some of them are observed during the constant injection rate is applied, in that case, they may indicate overlap of electronic noise and possible real events, which hinders a safe classification. Excluding the AE signals and electronic noise, for the remaining types of signals the amplitude of the characteristic function are usually low, so that these events can be easily removed by increasing the detection threshold (e.g. to an amplitude of characteristic function value of 750, as shown in Figure 3 ). 
Conclusions
Based on the analysis of acoustic emission events from continuous recording in an underground experiment with hydraulic fracture growth in naturally fractured crystalline rock, we draw the following conclusions:
We adapted and successfully used for the first time a full-waveform based detector, which relies on the location-based stacking of smooth characteristic functions to detect AE signals for massive datasets with large number of sensors and/or extremely high sampling (here 1 MHz). Using continuous waveforms we are able to identify a large number of events, even in presence of microseismicity bursts, when multiple events occur close in space and time. Moreover, our approach is based on the detection of coherent increased in waveform amplitude at multiple sensors, being able to detect events even in presence of noisy data. At this respect it should be noted that a triggered based approach [1] was able to detect 102 events in the same dataset, whereas our catalogue is finally composed of 4158 events. The better detection performance leads to a relevant increment of the catalogue size, implying a decrease of the magnitude of completeness, Our results extend the adoption of similar detection techniques, successfully applied for monitoring induced and natural seismic activity at local and regional distances [7, 8] , also to small-scale applications and for hydraulic fracturing. The detection threshold is the most relevant parameter which influences the detection performance of the used algorithm. A low threshold allows the detection of weak events at the cost of a higher number of false detection and noise signals of different types. In this sense, it is desirable that the detection setup can be combined with a classification algorithm (here we showed results of a visual classification) to distinguish true and false events, and classify different signals in an automatic manner. The inspection of the temporal evolution of signal detection reveals that 85% of AEs take place during the phases of increased flow rate and increasing pressure, dropping very quickly in time as soon as the pressure decrease and the flow stopped. In the time periods between each fracture and refrature operations, very few and weak events are detected.
